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The idea of separating load bearing elements from space defining elements and building 
envelopes led to the new concept of "Enveloped Space" in some contemporary architecture. 
The concept was first introduced in the elective course - "Enveloped Space", and experimented 
through the designs in Tectonic Studio. Real life examples are mostly found in Swiss and Japanese 
architecture, like the Kirchner Museum by Swiss architects Gigon & Guyer: 
Enveloped Space can be described as a further split of space defining elements from structures. 
丁he split of space definition into two, an exterior and interior envelope, give variety of spatial 
.definition and organization. Also, through materialization of both exterior and interior envelopes, 
materials’ differentiation, transparency, layering of envelopes would further contribute to the 
richness of spatial experience, giving more visual and spatial variations, as well as those given by 
the creation and organization of the envelopes. 
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Thesis Statement 
The research would be targeted at the formation, organization and materialization of enveloped 
space, through analyzing and examining the principles and variations of this spatial type, its 
different materiality, the layering of envelopes and the openings. A Design would also be developed 





 > 分 
1. Observation Stage . 
- illustrate this contemporary phenomenon with diagrams, drawings, photos, or even 
animations to bring out relevant issues for further exploration. 
2. Exploration Stage 
- Articulate basic principles of how to give definition to "Enveloped Space" and express 
them with graphics or words. 
胡ethods of Working 
- References I Case Studies - use recent examples of Japanese, Spanish, Dutch 
and Swiss architecture to examine the basic principles, study envelope's materialization, 
envelopes' relationship (e.g. layering effects), translucency, openings, finally their impact 
on spatial definition. 
- Formulate and explore all the ideas of "Enveloped Space", explain and illustrate 
them with diagrams, words and photographs, in order to establish a complete definition of 
"Enveloped Space". 
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Design I Experimetal Stage 
- "Design as a way of research" 一 Design would be developed under specific context 
(site, program) to examine and clarify the previous principles. The design would be run 
parallel with some of the above studies, to test the established principles through the 
development of design. 
- Studies would also carried out with specific site, program, spatial, structure, and 
material studies. Drawings and models in different scale would be considered as the test 
result of relevant principles at different stages. 
- Materialization studies would also be carried out and would not be only limited on 
usual building materials or materials used in case studies' examples. Explorations might be 
made like: 
a. Using well-known materials of vernacular Hong Kong and Chinese architecture 
in a new way so that they become alive again. 
b. Extract different materials' properties and their visual expressions; find out 
_  - the order in them and manipulate them by the method of cross-reference. 
c. Othersourceslikecontemporaryabstractart(e.g.Neo-Plasticism, Abstraction, 




observation; exploration; design stage 
precedent studies; observation 










0 - presentation preparation 
submission of interim design report 
site, program selection & studies 
further exploration 
structure, envelope, material studies 
materials application 
O materials detailed study; scaled envelopes' mock-up 
O O o presentation preparation 
FINAL review 
•瑜‘-
01 Ogasawara Museum 
02 Usui-gun Weekend House 
Both Observations are done in FLash format. They include the plan, section, elevation, partial 
elevation studies, as well as the layering of envelopes, day and night studies, spatial studies, 
lash plug-in could be downloaded at http://www.macromedia.com/software/flashplayer/ 
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Other Cases Studied 
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C时es studied Ogasawara Museum 
Liechtenstein Kunst Museum 
Kirchner Museum Davos 
Weekend House 
Das Gelbe Haus 
Okayama House 
Secondary School Paspels 
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Site Descriptions. Programme 
Lung Wai, situated on the north of Kam Tin Road, is one of the 5 walled villages in Kam Tin. 
丨〜as found by Tang Shao-chu and others during the Cheng-hua period (1465-87) of the Ming 
ynasty. The layout of the village is symmetrical with one principle street running from the main 
entrance to the temple at the far end, then the six side lanes crossing right angles to the main 
tr®时丨 giving access to individual dwellings. 
|j 
ever, many houses have been demolished and even totally collapsed with only bricks and 
广彻丨e f t behind. Only a few houses, the ancestor hall, and the south entrance are well preserved. 
对oration project is developed under this specific context. Through experimenting the concept 
of up 
,enveloped Space", the project is to re-design low-rise residential units, which are now in 
®d-state. The project would be targeted at the formation, organization, material differentiation 
the layering of envelopes from the idea of "Enveloped Space", together with the spatial ideas 
principles of the existing layout and design. 
Site Map 
Kam Tin 
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Site Issues 
Envelopes . Walled Village 
I 
协 ® other walled villages, it is almost square in plan and is in concord with the grid order. It has 
e Enveloped Space" idea with its exterior walls surrounding the whole village, then the internal 
W别s for the circulations and the interior walls enveloping different dwelling spaces. 
many houses have been demolished with only bricks and mortar left behind. Envelopes 
这 e Villages are then going to be restored . Translucent envelopes - wooden louvers, are 
bei^ cted ^ 胁 continuation of old brick walls because it provides both spatial and visual connection 
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知 明 a l Variations throughout the Site 
Site Elevations 
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Principles & Variations 
…ncipies of Houses Design 
Exterior Envelope Interior Envelope Structure Furniture Blocks 
2 
Variations | Exterior Envelope . Structure 
Exterior Envelope 
Structural Slabs Structural Walls 
Variations | Structure . Interior Envelope 
structure 
Interior Wall Surfaces Interior Floor Surfaces 
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